Miic Star MS-62 Karaoke System
How to Connect Your System
Your new Miic Star MS-62 Karaoke System comes with two ways to connect (all cables included). You have a
standard AV / RCA connection cable which uses the red, white and yellow. This can be used in 2 ways.
For both options the single cable end, which has one black connection gets plugged into AV OUT, it must be pushed
in all the way so it makes full connection.

Standard AV / RCA Connection
HDMI Connection
You can plug all three colours (red, white, yellow) into your TV for the sound and picture.
Or you can plug just the HDMI into your TV for the sound and picture.
However, bare in mind that your TV has small speakers and is not designed for singing karaoke. You may
notice a delay or distortion of the music and your voice through the microphones. This is a limitation of your
TVs functionality. We always recommend that you use a separate sound system for karaoke and we only
ever use TVs for the picture.
You can plug the yellow only into your TV, for the
You can use HDMI for the TV for the picture only.
picture. And the red and white directly into an
And the red and white directly into an amplifier or
amplifier or powered speaker.
powered speaker.
Note: if you are using all three red, white and yellow
AV connections do NOT plug in the HDMI Cable.
Home Theatre Amplifier: Change the settings on your amplifier to 2-Channel Stereo, this will use only your
main two speakers and eradicate any delay you may have (delay caused by using 5.1 Surround Sound). Note:
If all your speakers are very small satellite speakers you may still need to turn the volume up considerably
and you might damage your speakers. Note: We do not recommend the use of sound bars for karaoke
whatsoever.
Karaoke Mixing Amplifier: Our amplifiers all have the red and white inputs on the back, so you simply plug it
in, and ensure your speakers are connected properly.

Powered Speaker: If your powered speaker has the red and white audio inputs on it then you can just plug
them in directly. If your powered speaker has only got a line-in / AUX connection / headphone jack then you
will need a small adaptor that converts the plug from red and white to one single headphone jack.
When using HDMI (video) and AV red, white (sound)
together, you must change the Miic Star Setup.
Menu > Setup > Audio Output > Analog
This will send the sound through AV ports and
picture only through HDMI.
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You also get the HDMI Connection cable which is one single thicker cable which carries video and audio through the
one connection, it needs to be plugged into the port marked HDMI.
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